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The magazine of Brighton Hash House Harriers
Zooms/trash #279 – June 2020

Find us on
or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/
The hash started in 1938, so our hash starts at 19.38, unless otherwise indicated.
All directions/ timings are vague and start from Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction unless they don’t.
DATE [Monday]
#NO ON ON
Time HARES/ Quizmasters
1st June 2020
Zoom #9 Your house
20.00 Wilds Thing
8th June 2020 Zoom #10 Your house
20.00 Gromit
15th June 2020 Zoom #11 Your house
20.00 Eager hare required
22nd June 2020 Zoom #12 Your house
20.00 Angel
29th June 2020 Zoom #13 Your house
20.00 Eager hare required
Download Zoom on your PC from https://zoom.us/support/download. See earlier trashes for other devices.
Join Meetings via: 305 390 824/ 254402. URL https://filvc.zoom.us/j/305390824?pwd=UTM5TER1VHlyaW1nYlhMckl4Si9qdz09
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Or for something more physical, below are viewing links for Dangleberry’s Sash (solo hash) trails with the Echoes app:
Shoreham https://explore.echoes.xyz/collections/gXUy7jT9kBzWpJBi
Pyecombe https://explore.echoes.xyz/collections/mYxjWERBOhREyH3g
Henfield https://explore.echoes.xyz/collections/SLKktTDzWikoTJKv
Lindfield https://explore.echoes.xyz/collections/EizvOr1bgzaKttPN
Possible too, is to head to https://explore.echoes.xyz/ and type sash in the search box, then press Enter.
Drambulie has also set one in Hollingdean – search Hollingdean Hash as above.
Download the Echoes app to your smartphone, then search for whichever one you fancy trying as above. It is advisable
to download the walk before you start and make sure your phone is charged. The first few marks are indicated on the
app map to get you started, after that it’s all done by sound.
Thought for the day: Can you believe that 9 weeks of uncut hair weighs 7 lbs? Can’t argue with the scales!

BH7 HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:
19-21/6/2020
Mad Mid-Summer
Summer Kirk Hash – CRAFT H3/ Beachy Head H3/ Henfield H3 French trip. See Trash #273.
NOW CANCELLED
16-18/10/2020 Barnes H3 Summer Ball – The Castle of Brecon hotel, Brecon – for booking: http://www.barnesh3.com
POSTPONED FROM 1-3/5/2020
19-22/08 2021
Eurohash Prague – Waiting list: https://eurohashprague.com/registration
29/4/22-1/5/22 Trinidad, Interhash - https://www.interhashtrinidad2020.com/ POSTPONED FROM 24-26/4/2020
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Hash mismanagement – the latest who’s who:
Boggy talk:
As we enter June and head rapidly towards three months without Joint GM’s
Phil ‘Ch
‘Chopper’ Mutton
hashing, there are some encouraging signs on the horizon. The R
Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood
rate outside of hospitals and care homes is well under 0.5 and On-Sec
Don ‘On
‘On-Don’ Elwick
we’re being given increasingly greater freedoms. Naturally there are
a
Webfart
Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle
muppets who are abusing it causing overcrowding on the beaches Hash Cash
Julia ‘JJ’ Madigan
and other open areas/ beauty spots,, however, avoiding those areas Hare Raiser
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
we can now meet in groups of up to six with social distancing. That
Beer Monster Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson
has prompted some chapters to restart in a form – London H3 are
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
following a pre-set
set trail in their own time, with a finish at a pub/ RA’s
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
brewery doing off-sales;
sales; others going in pods of 6; so there is plenty
Haberhash
Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland
of talk on Zoom about how we might also re-start
re
soon. There will
Hash
Trash
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
be pros and cons to every system, but join us on Zoom on Mondays
Hash
relay
Pete ‘Prof’ Thomas
at 8pm, chuck us your ideas and we’ll balance feasibility with
Christmas
Hash
Pat ‘Ride
‘Ride-It, Baby’ Morfitt
practicality and, of course, legitimacy!
Hash
awards
Tim
‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
In the meantime, this week’s advice is Stay Alert!
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
On on, Bouncer
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Huge congratulations to our Bristol correspondent, And more congratulations, as it’s a huge birthday for one of our
standing members, Dave Taylor in Seaford, who will be 80 on
former BH7 regular, Steve ‘Cyclepath’ Hanna (formerly long-standing
Friday
5th June. Although more likely to give us a sip stop than join
Queen Bea but they renamed him!) on the birth of his first
child. Scarlett Hannan was born at 2.14am weighing 5lb us on trail these days, you’re still very much in our thoughts!
10oz. Mum Patinya and baby are doing well.
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Genius Twitter post! Who knew that all we had to do was ask?

REZOOMING the Hash…
Zoom #7 – Rebel Without His Keys and Jenny Greenteeth quiz - Lovely to see Airman and Pompette up and running on their
brand new tech, which didn’t unfortunately extend to MyQuiz. Probably a good thing as they were both pretty pissed after
getting through a bottle of wine each before joining us! Chris was bemoaning a sore wrist but Bob said it had nothing to do
with his penis transplant. Just Jacqui was finally sporting a hash shirt, one of the green beach ones. It’s never been a big ‘thing’
on BH7 but I think we should all be trying to wear hash shirts whenever we can on hash nights. I actually got a down down on
my first ever hash for not wearing one inEssex which seemed harsh but I was happy with the free beer. Talking about beer,
many pubs and breweries are doing off-sales including Harveys who require a deposit. Something to think about though! Show
us your courgettes is taking up less time as they start to make their way into the ground, but we were easily distracted by the
dogging. Not those naughty couples we occasionally take by surprise under normal hash condtions, but the Yoga position which
Roaming had on her back drop and which Bushsquatter was keen to demonstrate. Much sniggering went on, especially when
young Wilds Thing started asking what Catting was? A late appearance by Ride-It, Baby who kept us on while she cooked in eth
background then Down Downs went to Rebel and Jenny G for the quiz, KIU and WIldbush as winners, and eventually our
Zoom virgins Airman and Pompette when they produced a Guinness later on. Another great Zoom hash!
The quiz relied to a large degree on photos, however, the questions are repeated below adapted where possible:
1) (photo) 22 August 2019 - can you identify the location trig point ? Wolstonbury Hill
2) When did HM the Queen visit the Harvey's Brewery? She visited the brewery on 31

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

October 2013.

Wolstonbury Hill is 206 metres high. Which of the following is the same height?

Firle Beacon 217m; Chanctonbury 238m; Blackcap 206m; Mount Caburn 146m

Harvey's Brewery produce seasonal ales for each month of the year. Which month
does Tom Paine ale appear? July Tom Paine ale is "Strong and well balanced, with

hints of impending revolution..."

Each of the Seven Sisters has a name. Which of these is NOT one of Seven Sisters?

Rough Brow, Haven Brow, Short Brow, High Brow, Brass Point
When ordering drinks, a "mother in law" is: 50% Old Ale and 50% Best Bitter

If you hand the bar-staff a glass and asking for a half-pint receive "a Sussex half", then: Over a half pint was generously added.
8) Picasso visited friends in Sussex in 1950. Which village (blurred out in photo) is he pointing
to on the sign? Chiddingly
9) How many times have we hashed from the Sussex Ox, at Milton Street dturing the last 20
years? Perhaps surprisingly, only the 4: 3 May 2019, 29 Oct 2012, 14 Nov 2011 & 06 Dec 2004
10) A pewter tankard. Pewter is a mixture of several metals, but the main one is? Pewter is a

malleable metal alloy, traditionally 85 -95% Tin. The remainder consists of Copper,
Antimony, Bismuth and sometimes Lead.
11) Lord Lucan disappeared in November 1974. Where was he
last seen alive? His car was found at Newhaven, but he was last

seen alive by his friends, the Maxwell-Scotts in Uckfield.

12) Before railway closures began in the 1950s, how many stations
were one stop from Lewes (assuming the train stops at all stations)? (1) Cooksbridge, (2) Falmer, (3)

Southease, (4) Glynde, (5) Barcombe, (6) Barcombe Mills

13) The Wilmington Long Man temporarily acquired a useful appendage (see picture). When was

this? Phallus added using spray paint on the 2010 solstice.

14) (photo) It's 16 May 2016 ... the Prof is hare ...
but where are we? Firle Beacon. We ran from the

Rose Cottage, Alciston.

15) Chalk Paths is an image of the Downs by an artist who lived in Sussex. The
artist was: Eric Ravilious (1903-42) lived near Firle.
16) An Ordnance Survey erection, marked "BM". What does BM stand for? An

OS benchmark (BM) is a means of marking a height above sea level.
17) Which BH7 hasher
was a key figure in maintaining the "cordon sanitaire" around Brighton
during the 1980s to prevent the spread of the infection which had
originated in continental Europe? Dave "Spreadsheet" Evans was involved

in implementing the measures which saved the elm tree population in
Brighton and Hove from Dutch Elm Disease.
18) A female butterfly, found in Sussex. What type is it? The female
Adonis "Blue" is actually chocolate brown!
19) Brighton once had its own slide rule manufacturer. The company was
owned by a Mr Snodgrass, and its factory was located in: Factory was at

Greatham Court, Patcham.

20) What is the nickname given to the little ferry which runs between
West Ichenor and Bosham in Chichester Harbour? The signage shows

Itchy Bosom Ferry -- from Itchenor to Bosham.

More of Wildbush’s funnies, and selected others:

REZOOMING (ctd.) …

Zoom #8 – Trouble quiz - Trouble had prepared another quiz on MyQuiz
but it got off to a troubled start as a few of us were having trouble
connecting. In order to involve Airman and Pompette (temporarily renamed
Popeye!), Wildbush decided to screen share her quiz but the trouble was that
a few of us didn’t realise and thought we were answering the questions with
the result that, of the 15 questions, I missed the first 8 and Angel the first
13! The quiz itself was very troublesome as she’d downloaded one about
Movies and Sport and a great many of them were obscure American films
that most of us hadn’t even heard of, which was a great shame but meant
that, along with the screen share blip, our north North American Keeps It
Up with Wildbush retained the trophy from last week! Wilds Thing was
volunteering a quiz for next week but seemed insistent on making it a sci-fi
theme, more specifically, Star Wars. While the relative pros and cons of that were being discussed mention was made of
“that family that were stranded on another planet”, presumably referring to ‘Lost In Space’ featuring the Robinson family,
however, Pompette suggested it may be the Clangers! Inspired by similar quizzes on the Barnes H3 Zoom group, Angel and I
had prepared a slide show of photos from a recent run in Angmering Woods following the trail of the Surrey H3 Christmas
hash from January. We hadn’t planned this so only had a few photos to give people the general idea of an observational quiz,
where questions would be asked after the slide show on their content, but it seemed to go down quite well, testing people’s
memories, although perhaps the question on the picture of the woods asking how many trees was harsh (if you didn’t answer
69 you’re not a true hasher). We were soon down to only a handful but Wildbush had a slide show of amusing pictures and
videos to share anyway, to round off another great Zoom hash! Apologies, but I don’t have a copy of the quiz to share.
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WILDBUSH’s “Something to fill in the time…” corner:

Everything for summer is cancelled, may as well just put up the Christmas tree and call it a year!!!

Just finished my 30th Marathon since this lockdown started. Still can’t bring myself to call them snickers.

SOLO HASHING AND CRAZIES ON PATROL

Tongdean Lane Virtual Hash - As mentioned in #277, Drambulie and Bosom Boy have worked out an Orienteering
style hash which has been attempted by a few including Jaws and Dangleberry. Maps on request from Julie:
Did the trail, with some errors, mostly due to working from phone not paper as suggested, thanks for the run and the beer. Jaws
A brill idea by Drambulie and Bosom Boy. After a shaky start of my own doing, I could mostly find the items that serve as trail
marks, just a few emergency map looks. With ever welcome Sip as reward :-) All the peering at lamp post numbers must have looked
like a picky hound in need of a leak! On On, Dangleberry
It does help to follow instructions if you start the route from the correct railway bridge, not the one quarter of a mile along the road…
you should be awarded a down down for this school boy error!! Good to catch up for a social distance chat at the SIP. Drambulie
Aside from our visit to Angmering woods to re-run the Surrey hash from January as per Zoom#8, we also tried the
Henfield Sash. Angel added the app to her phone and downloaded the route, which made life so much easier. We still
had to call each other a couple of times though, but a stunner of a hash with deer, an abundance of flowers and even a
bit of lingering shiggy! Angel liked it so much she’s since been round twice more with ET, and then, having persuaded
Radio Soap and Cyst Pit to have a go, both of us went on a rescue mission to stroll near
them and shout directions when they missed the false trail call! If you only do one Sash…
A week later and things had relaxed even more, so we headed
up to complete the local set of Dangleberry Sash’s with the
Lindfield route from the Stand-Up. Again on two phones but
not a problem like that and we’re certain we covered
considerably less distance than Keeps It Up did when he tried.
There are a couple of sneaky false trails at the bottom of hills, as
a reminder of the hash guidelines to “Never Check Down”, and
we were tooted near the end: Thought I saw you and Angel
running(?) up the hill towards Lindfield yesterday afternoon. I am sure I
must have been wrong but just in case I sounded my horn to caution
you from such a dangerous activity as training. Bumper EGH3
It was also lovely to have a front garden catch up and beer with Roaming Pussy and we
must have been pretty persuasive as she even had a go at it with Just Jacqui: I've hardly
been out of my house but Dangleberry's trail tempted me.
Tuesday seems to have become Sash day but having done them all Angel decided we should revisit Pyecombe to see the bits
we missed the first time. Well impressed with Dangleberry’s forward planning as there is now a living fishhook! Keeps It Up
and Wildbush also had a go but it is important to ensure a full charge on the phone. Weekend crowds made it difficult,
although {spoiler alert} the route doesn’t actually go to the top of the hill.
We’ve been missing parkrun but a system is in place to record results from whatever 5k
activity you do and collate them all together regardless of the course. My pop-up Adur Valley
parkrun was a bit hard on Gabby’s back though so, as we can now travel, our wedding
anniversary found us on the more off-road route at Bevendean Down where we bumped into
Lily the Pink and Elle out for a bike ride. As Drambulies Hollingdean Echoes Hash looked
quite roady, we decided to just walk it. The seven hills of Brighton is a reasonable summary
and lots of chalk marks still out there, but Bosom Boy created his own commands and his
enthusiastic “On On!” is fun, although hthe commands are repeated four times at each part.
There’s a bit of a challenge near the gyratory but some nice off road bits and overall a
surprisingly nice route, which had also been tackled by Lily, Dangleberry (in two stages, the
second of which was around the same time as we did it but didn’t meet), and Fukarwe before
us although none of them have been seen since.
Bouncer
Is there a black hole in Hollingdean? People go out on our hash never to be seen again Lol, Drambulie!
Trouble also attempted an Echoes hash but didn’t specify which: Attempted a hash today but got lost. I saw a man running down the road
with what appeared to be a milk bottle with flour and assumed he was a hasher! Turns out he was just running home with a bottle of milk.
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From Fukarwe:
It’s June - running races may still not be on but a few hundred of us are doing this:
VIRTUAL - P24 - The longest day - to be held on Saturday 20th June 2020 (summer
solstice). The concept is simple - starting at 8.00am you run 1 mile at any pace you like.
You can run out and back, up and down your road, round the block, in your garden,
even on a treadmill. Then at 9.00am you do it again, any pace you like. Same again at 10,
11, 12, 1, 2......on the hour, every hour, 1 mile, run, walk or crawl, you get the idea. And
repeat for 24 hours, running your final mile at 7.00am, on the hour, on Sunday 21st
June. Now - would anyone like to join me for a mile or two? Each mile will start & finish
at my home. Needless to say Wilds Thing has also signed up, but bling for blings sake, seriously?
Personally I don’t think that’s going far enough and would suggest the Accumulator as undertaken
by Jay McCardle from Sussex Trail Events. Very simple concept, starting from the first of the month
and for the whole month, wake up, look at the date and run that many miles. Over 500 in May,
and by the time you read this you’ve missed the June start so it’ll be 500 again in July and August.

Husband and I went grocery shopping with masks. Got home, took off masks, brought home wrong husband. Stay alert people!

I should issue a warning to all: avoid using Morrison’s in Worthing at the moment if you can. I had a truly awful shopping trip there
today. Having queued up, patiently and socially distancing, as I neared the entrance a shop worker clipped a carabena onto the belt
loop of my jeans, my perplexed expression must have said it all as she explained that whilst people are distancing in the queue outside,
they aren't distancing once inside the store. So what some Donut has dreamt up is to rope 6 or so customers together with 2m of rope
between each of us WTAF. Well these are strange times and with the threat of a second wave of infection I thought I'd best not
complain and just tow the line (so to speak). I'm telling you now, what an absolute f*^king idiotic idea this is. We've negotiated our
way in to the store, some with trolleys and others trying to grab a basket before the berserk conga line drags them away. I'm was near
the middle of the rope picking up some veg, the woman at the front, who was trussed up like a kid in a harness was trying to drag the
whole line to the apples and the bloke at the back trying to pull the other way to get his hands on last week’s courgettes which were
now this week’s courgette offer. It was like tug-of-war for the deranged. It's embarrassing to say, but I lost it, started ranting and raving
about the rope and how the f*ck are people meant to shop like this, I went to unclip the carabena which miraculously brought the
attention of the staff who told me I'd be asked to leave the shop if I unclipped. "FFS we're not rock climbing, we're just trying to buy
cheese" are words which I'll carry with me to my grave. Strangely this outburst had the effect of bringing our train together as a team.
We carried on now with lots of communication, people passing stuff along the line to other to fill their baskets. Now I know passing
things to one another could spread the infection as much as person to person contact but I honestly think if we hadn't of done, I'd still
be there now. As we started along the aisle I generally refer to as "biscuits and creosote", it was clear from the melee that all was not well
in the adjacent aisle. As far as I could tell. of 2 trains of people a lady in the middle of one chain had ducked under the other to get her
hands on a pop-art cat bed. The tangle had resulted in a multi-pedestrian pile up in which the epicentre resembled the deity Durga, it
wasn't clear how long they'd been there but one old chap was trying to free himself by feverishly sawing at the rope with his house keys.
We navigated the remaining aisles without major trauma, other than having to rescue Doreen (2nd in line) after she fell in the chest
freezer trying to reach the last beef Wellington. We were individually unclipped prior to the till, at which point any camaraderie we'd
had quickly evaporated as everyone scrambled for the first available till. With the ordeal still impeding rational thought, it was a
welcome and familiar sight to have the check out throw all my shopping on the floor in the normal 1000mph fashion. I won't be
going back there in a hurry, I really didn't appreciate being roped together like that, but I hope you've enjoyed being strung along.

ASDA is now asking customers to wear masks. Good luck with that! You can’t even get them to wear clothes!

CRAFT HASHING IN LOCKDOWN (basically just drinking!)
Lockdown can go three ways… You’ll either come out of it as a hunk, a chunk or a drunk. Which one is most likely for you?

First it was, alcohol kills Covid. Then heat may kill Covid. Now direct sunlight may kill Covid. So if you see me outside in my
garden drunk, naked and laying in the sun, mind your own business. I’m conducting important medical experiments.

If you haven’t put on at least a stone, got a serious drinking problem, or got hair that looks like you’ve been shagged in the pub car
park, then you have not been taking this lockdown seriously enough.

When this crisis is over, if you had to choose between going on a bender with your mates, or taking the wife out for a romantic
dinner… Which pub are you going to meet your mates in?

You think it’s bad now? In 20 years our country will be run by people home-schooled by day drinkers…

IN THE NEWS
Meet Mike Barrett behind the here signs in Brighton and Hove - 29th May
FOR weeks, people have been confused by mysterious signs that have appeared in the
streets. There are about 3,000 of them between Brighton Marina and Shoreham. The circles
are drawn in chalk and have the word “here” written in them. Now the man behind the
signs has been tracked down and Argus asked him the question on everyone’s lips: Why?
Artist Mike Barrett, who has lived in Brighton for nearly three decades, said: “There
are various theories people have shared. People have questioned whether they are
portals, or places marked for some reason, these are all great ideas.”
But when asked what the correct theory was, he said: “Well I
don’t know yet, or perhaps at all. I’m not inclined to believe that we can account for what we do.”
Mr Barrett began drawing the signs with chalk on March 27. He reckons he has now created about 3,000
of them while covering about 400km on his daily walks. “Places just call out to me,” he said. “They have a
vibrant quality and I respond – tree stumps, walls, electrical boxes, letter boxes, corners of things.”
Some people have been complaining that the signs are graffiti. But Mr Barrett said:“It’s chalk, it fades,
it washes off in the wind and being on the coast, I suppose we are all
sitting on chalk anyway. The response has been really mixed. I’ve had
everything from ‘it’s childish, get a job’ to ‘yes, good idea’. That’s
entirely up to them. Once you let something go, it’s the world’s, you
don’t own it anymore.”
The signs have appeared from as far west as Shoreham Harbour, east to
Brighton Marina and as far north as Coldean. Asked how long he will
continue drawing chalk circles, Mr Barrett said: “I have wondered if maybe
I will run out of chalk – or the desire to do it. Or, perhaps the world will change and it won’t seem
appropriate or necessary.”

Thanks Drambulie for this. Good to clear that up as we actually had an e-mail asking if it was us!
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STAY ALERT WITH BUMBLING BORIS:
Nicola Sturgeon claiming she doesn’t know what “stay alert” means. As a woman who has previously been in the company of
Alex Salmond, that seems very hard to believe.

How many people does it take to change a light bulb during a pandemic? Everyone because we’re all in this together.

CUMMINGS AND GOINGS aka Barnard Castle – a site for sore eyes!

A "Dominic Cummings" - A drive that goes way off course, ends up somewhere it really shouldn't, yet there's no penalty.

BREAKING NEWS: Vatican designates Barnard Castle a sacred site after thousands of blind pilgrims are miraculously cured over the past 24 hours.

After two NASA astronauts travel to the ISS, 400km above the Earth’s surface, critics say surely there’s a cheaper way to test their eyesight?

Nurse who wore only underwear under transparent PPE gown on
male hospital ward in Russia because she was 'too hot' is disciplined
(but the patients don't seem upset!) - Will Stewart Moscow 20 May 2020
A nurse on an all-male coronavirus ward in Russia has been disciplined for
only wearing 'lingerie' beneath her transparent protective gown. Her revealing
picture went viral after being taken by a patient at a hospital in Tula, 100
miles south of Moscow, who said there were 'no complaints' from his
bedfellows. But hospital chiefs were not amused and punished the nurse for
'non-compliance with the requirements for medical clothing'. The unnamed
medic in her 20s said she was 'too hot' wearing her nurses' uniform under the
gown. She told her managers at Tula Regional Clinical Hospital that she did
not realise the PPE she wore when treating coronavirus patients was so
transparent. Despite this, the regional health ministry reported that 'a
disciplinary sanction was applied to the nurse of the infectious diseases
department who violated (uniform) requirements'. Her chiefs at first said the woman was wearing 'lingerie' but later claimed she
had a 'swimming suit' beneath the gown. The nurse has not spoken publicly on the incident and the exact details of the
disciplinary action were not revealed. One patient said there was no objection from men in the coronavirus ward while admitting
there was 'some embarrassment'. A reader of local newspaper Tula News congratulated the nurse. 'At least someone has a sense
of humour in this gloomy, gloomy reality,' said Sergey Ratnikov. 'Why the reprimand?'
asked Albert Kuzminov. Another supporter said: 'Everyone shouted at her, but no one paid
attention that she was dressed in this way because of the heat. 'Maybe you need to yell at the
management … because there is no normal air conditioning here.' A woman commenter
Marina Astakhova posted: 'Well done, she raised the mood of the patients.' And Valery
Kapnin wrote: 'Why punish the nurse, you need to reward her. 'Seeing this outfit, no-one
wants to die.' The incident came as the head of Russia's Covid-19 monitoring centre, a
former TV doctor, Alexander Myasnikov, shocked viewers with his blunt speaking on the
coronavirus crisis. 'The infection will anyway take its toll,' he said. 'It'll take its toll. 'We will
anyway all get sick. Those who were supposed to die will die.' By Tuesday, Russia had a
total of 299,941 cases of infection, with an official death toll of 2,837. Many experts believe
the Russian statistics underscore the true level of fatalities. Officially, Tula has had 2,637
infections with 19 deaths.
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This lockdown is getting to me now. Every time I see a nurse in a porno movie I
stand up and clap before I crack one off.

All of a sudden having a mask, rubber gloves, duct tape and a rope in your boot is ok.

And finally… Spotted on Social Media: I stopped wearing earrings and the holes in
my ears closed up. Seriously worried about my vagina.

